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Abstract— This article presents a 100-Gb/s four-level
pulse-amplitude modulation (PAM4) optical transmitter
system implemented in a 3-D-integrated silicon photonicsCMOS platform. The photonics chip includes a push–pull
segmented Mach–Zehnder modulator (MZM) structure using
highly capacitive (415 fF–1.1 pF), yet optically efficient
(Vπ L = 0.8 V·cm) metal–oxide–silicon capacitor (MOSCAP)
phase modulators. Two pairs of U-shaped modulator segments
with effective lengths of 170 and 450 μm are driven at 50 GBd
by a dual-channel 28-nm CMOS driver, which is flip-chip
bonded to the photonics chip. The driver cores utilize digitally
controllable pre-distortion (PD) and inductive peaking to
achieve sufficient electro-optical bandwidth (EOBW). The
drivers deliver 1.2-Vppd swing to modulators using a 0.9-V
supply and on-chip serializers that generate 50-Gb/s data
streams. The electronics chip consumes 240 mW achieving
2.4-pJ/bit energy efficiency. The overall EOBW, without any
PD, is increased by approximately 56% and 48% for the
170- and 450-μm segments, respectively, when compared to
their EOBW measured by 65-GHz 50- terminated probes.
The optical input power to the photonics chip is +10 dBm,
and an erbium-doped fiber amplifier amplifies output signals
by 11 dB. The 50-Gb/s nonreturn to zero (NRZ) optical raw
eye diagram exhibits 4.3-dB extinction ratio (ER) and 1.2 dBm
of optical modulation amplitude (OMA). The 100-Gb/s PAM4
optical raw eye diagram shows 4.3-dB ER and 1.4-dBm OMA
with a transmitter dispersion eye closure quaternary (TDECQ)
of 1.53 dB after a five-tap feed-forward-equalization (FFE) filter.
The PAM4 TDECQ changes by 53% when the temperature is
increased from 30 ◦ C to 90 ◦ C at the optimum forward bias
voltage of 1 V.
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Index Terms— Bandwidth (BW) extension, CMOS driver,
electro-optic modulators, four-level pulse-amplitude modulation (PAM4) modulation, metal–oxide–silicon capacitor
(MOSCAP) modulator, optical interconnects, optical transmitters (OTXs), pre-distortion (PD), semiconductor–insulator–
semiconductor capacitor (SISCAP), silicon photonics (SiPh).

I. I NTRODUCTION

H

IGHLY integrated silicon photonics (SiPh)-based
solutions are growing as pre-eminent platforms for
implementing low-cost and power-efficient 100+ Gb/s/λ
optical transceivers. Datacenters continue to require interconnects with more stringent bandwidth (BW) densities and
energy efficiencies for inter- and intra-datacenter applications.
Moreover, applications, such as chip-to-chip interconnects in
datacenter switches, high-performance field programmable
gate arrays (FPGAs), and graphics processing units (GPUs),
require small form factors and substantially high volumes.
SiPh transceivers co-packaged with CMOS electronics have
the potential to meet these requirements. They can also
support multi-level pulse amplitude modulation (PAM-N)
schemes with improved BW densities. However, the inherent
optical power penalty of PAM-N signaling imposes demanding
linearity requirements on critical link components, which can
lead to power-hungry electronics. The modulator type should
be carefully chosen and co-optimized with the electrical
driver to satisfy optical transmitter (OTX) specifications
such as optical modulation amplitude (OMA), extinction
ratio (ER), signal-to-noise ratio (SNR), and electro-optical
power penalties. The key characteristics of the respective
SiP modulators are summarized in Table I and discussed as
follows. Micro-ring modulators (MRMs) have small footprints
and high electro-optical bandwidth (EOBW). However, they
require relatively large voltage swings (usually >1 V) [1], [2],
[3], [4], [5], [6], [7], [8]. They also suffer from an inherent
tradeoff between BW and optical phase efficiency, high
sensitivity to process and temperature variations, and nonlinear electro-optic characteristics [9], [10], [11]. Depletionbased p-n junction phase modulators exhibit high intrinsic
BWs. However, due to limited optical modulation efficiency
(Vπ L), they are used in traveling-wave Mach–Zehnder
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TABLE I
C HARACTERISTICS OF O PTICAL M ODULATION D EVICES IN SiPh C IRCUITS

modulators (TW-MZMs) topology, which require terminations
and power-hungry drivers to compensate for microwave losses
while occupying large areas on the chip [12], [13], [14],
[15], [16], [17], [18], [19], [20], [21]. Electro-absorption
modulators (EAMs) provide a balance between their intrinsic
BW and optical efficiency (absorption coefficient). However,
they suffer from higher insertion losses (ILs), chirp, and
limited maximum input power because of saturation, which
should be addressed when used for higher order modulation
schemes [22], [23], [24], [25], [26], [27], [28], [29], [30], [31],
[32]. Metal–oxide–silicon capacitor (MOSCAP)-based (or the
semiconductor–insulator–semiconductor capacitor (SISCAP),
as reported in [33], [34], [35], and [36]) phase modulators
operate based on carrier accumulation. These modulators can
significantly scale the area and power of the OTX due to
their superior optical modulation efficiency (Vπ L < 1 V·cm)
and compact footprint (<1 mm) [37], [38], [39], [40], [41].
However, MOSCAP modulators could potentially suffer from
excessive ILs due to high absorption, scattering from surface,
sidewall roughness, and crystalline grains of commonly
used polysilicon [42]. Moreover, these modulators impose
large capacitive parasitics (∼3 fF/μm), which could limit the
EOBW significantly. Existing wireline drivers cannot meet the
requirements of the MOSCAP modulators due to their limited
output voltage swings, and their 50- termination design
[43]. As it will be explained in Section II, a 50- terminated
design would significantly limit the driver’s BW when driving
highly capacitive MOSCAP modulators. Therefore, it is
crucial to take a co-design approach and to compensate for
the BW limitations imposed by these large capacitors.
In this article, a 3-D-integrated 100-Gb/s four-level pulseamplitude modulation (PAM4) OTX with electronic predistortion (PD) and BW extension techniques for driving
highly capacitive MOSCAP modulators is presented. In particular, tradeoffs between MOSCAP modulator parameters are
carefully studied and used for the co-design of electronics and
photonics for optimal EOBW, power consumption, and optical
efficiency.
This article is organized as follows. In Section II, the
proposed system-level architecture and its advantages are
presented. Section III discusses the silicon-photonics IC (PIC)

design, choice of the segmented MZM and its layout, as well
as the MOSCAP modulator parasitics and BW analyses. The
CMOS TX architecture with all its major building blocks and
their interconnections are provided in detail in Section IV.
The experimental results of the dual-channel CMOS driver
and its integration with the PIC are included in Section V.
Finally, Section VI summarizes this article with performance
comparisons and conclusions.
II. S YSTEM -L EVEL A NALYSIS
A. OTX EOBW and Power Optimization Overview
The proposed OTX system is aimed to operate at the highest
possible Bd rates using the standard 28-nm CMOS process,
while the overall power consumption is minimized. A careful
electro-optical co-optimization study should be conducted to
optimize modulator lengths, hence, the overall EOBW and
the electro-optical power consumption. The optimal EOBW is
achieved when modulator parasitics are accurately modeled,
and the driver is designed with proper load matching. This
optimization process and driver design also depend on the
modulation scheme, hence, the number of modulators.
The OTX is intended to be scalable, to provide a compatible
solution for higher order modulation schemes. In this work,
we focus on PAM4 scheme to demonstrate the performance
and the potential of our approach. The choice of keeping the
modulation complexity in the electrical domain [44], [45] or
transferring it to the optical domain [46], [47], [48] is highly
dependent on the type of modulators and the electronics power
budget [Fig. 1(a)]. Design tradeoffs of the proposed U-shaped
MOSCAP modulators, and the segmented push–pull MZM
will be discussed in detail in Section III.
The two ON–OFF-keying (OOK) drivers shown in Fig. 1(a)
need to drive four highly capacitive MOSCAP modulators
(pairs of 415-fF and 1.1-pF capacitors). To achieve an EOBW
of 35 GHz, required for an error-free 50-GBd transmission
[49], the output impedances of the drivers need to be less
than 5 and 11 , for the most-significant-bit (MSB) and
the least-significant-bit (LSB) segments, respectively. However, even the ohmic resistance of the contacts from the
PIC pads to MOSCAP junctions could be greater than these
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(a) Variations of an optical PAM4 transmitter and (b) inductive parasitic effects of wire bonds on the NRZ eye diagrams at 50 GBd.

Fig. 2. (a) Top-level OTX block diagram. (b) Cross section of the OTX system and MOSCAP modulator cross sections, operating based on carrier
accumulation. (c) Capacitance and Vπ L π nonlinearities for MOSCAPs versus bias voltage for different oxide slot thicknesses (tox ).

values (contact resistances are controlled by dopant densities optimized for modulators’ optical efficiencies). To tackle
this challenge, a combination of PD and inductive peaking is used for the core drivers to effectively extend the
EOBW of all segments to 35 GHz, when flip-chip bonded
to the PIC.
Fig. 1(b) shows time-domain and frequency-domain simulations for a simplified network of the interface between
MOSCAPs and the CMOS electronics IC (EIC) through wire
bonding. The equivalent inductance of shortest wire bonds
from EIC to PIC is approximated to be 300–400 pH for
wire-bond lengths of 300–400 μm, which exceeds the optimal
value (L bond ≈ 30 pH) for MOSCAP modulators. The closed
eye diagram in Fig. 1(b) across CMOS , for a wire-bond length
of 200 μm, shows why the inductance of the practical wirebond lengths would completely close the eye. These inductors
perform series peaking for the driver, which could extend
the BW by a factor of 1.41, only when the load capacitance
(MOSCAP modulator) is more than ten times the output capacitance of the driver (which is dominated by EIC output pad and
driver output capacitances), and the inductor is approximately

ten times smaller than wire-bonding inductance values [50].
To solve this challenge, integration through flip-chip bonding
was chosen to reduce L bond to 50 pH.
B. Transmitter System Architecture
A system-level block diagram of the OTX is shown in
Fig. 2(a). It consists of PIC and a CMOS EIC flip-chipbonded together using gold micro-pillars. The PIC consists
of a segmented push–pull MZM with U-shaped MOSCAP
phase modulators. Two thermal phase shifters are placed on
each arm for relative optical phase adjustment to bias the
MZM. Two grating couplers are used for optical I/O. The EIC
includes two channels of 50-Gb/s nonreturn to zero (NRZ)
drivers with differential outputs, each receiving two sets of
differential 25-Gb/s independent data streams from an external
arbitrary waveform generator (AWG). A clock buffer path
amplifies the external 25-GHz clock signal to drive on-chip
2:1 serializers in each data path. A lookup table (LUT)-based
control unit receives digital signals from an external FPGA to
configure drivers peaking strength, PD settings, and the timing
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between the two drivers’ data paths. As shown in Fig. 2(b),
all electrical signals, including high-speed data and clocks,
digital control signals, supplies, and current references, are fed
to a printed circuit board (PCB), wire-bonded to the PIC, and
routed to photonics components or the EIC pads. Analyses of
these electrical paths at high speed are provided in Section IV.
A Peltier heater is placed underneath the PCB that controls the
temperature of the system and is controlled via and external
supply.
III. PIC D ESIGN
In this section, we first study the structure of MOSCAP
modulators and the tradeoffs between all design parameters
that impact the overall performance of the transmitter. The
benefits of the segmented MZM over other architectures,
as well as photonics layout considerations, are reviewed next.
A complete electrical parasitics network of the MOSCAP
modulator is also provided, which was used as the actual load
model to design the CMOS drivers.
A. MOSCAP Modulator Structure
The MOSCAP phase modulators consist of an n-doped
polysilicon, a thin layer of oxide (SiO2 slot/gap), and a p-doped
silicon region to form the metal–oxide–semiconductor junction. This structure could be fabricated vertically (V-SISCAP)
[33], [34], [35], [36], [37] or laterally (H-SISCAP) [38], [39],
[40], [41] to confine the light, as shown in Fig. 2(b). With
proper doping of the poly-crystalline silicon, this electrically
active device can accumulate electrons and holes across the
junction, when an electric field is present. The effective
refractive index of the waveguide is, therefore, changed due
to charge accumulation when the junction has proper overlap
with the optical mode. This effect, known as plasma dispersion, is mathematically described by the Drude–Lorentz model
[51], [52] as


Ne
Nh
e2 λ2
(1)
+
n = − 2 2
8π c 0 n m e
mh
where e is the charge of the electron, c is the speed of light,
λ is the operating wavelength, n is the unperturbed refractive
index, ε0 is the vacuum permittivity, Ne and Nh are the
free carrier concentrations of the electrons and holes, and m e
and m h are the electron and hole respective effective masses.
MOSCAP modulators are compared with their two other phase
modulator counterparts, which also benefit from the plasma
dispersion effect. The carrier-injection-type modulators are
commonly based on p-i-n junctions. These modulators suffer
from limited BW due to the slow diffusion of free electrons
in the doped region, despite having excellent modulation
efficiency. In [53], a 50-Gb/s p-i-n modulator using preemphasis signaling is reported. R–C equalization techniques
can increase p-i-n modulator BW while reducing optical
modulation efficiency [54], [55], [56]. Carrier depletion-based
modulators are formed from reversed-bias p-n junctions and
are commonly adopted in SiPh platforms due to their higher
BWs. However, since the refractive index is changed due to
the width of the depleted region, the Vπ L of such modulators

is limited and longer segments are required (more than 1 mm)
to achieve reasonable ER [57]. Longer modulator segments
need drivers with power-hungry terminations.
B. Modulator Design Parameters and Tradeoffs
MOSCAP modulators can be designed with excellent modulation efficiencies (Vπ L as low as 0.09 V·cm [37]). However,
there is an oxide slot thickness (tox )-related tradeoff between
modulation efficiency Vπ L, and the junction capacitance,
which translates to the EOBW [38], [39], [40], [41]. As tox is
increased, the EOBW also increases; however, Vπ L degrades.
However, degradation of Vπ L can be compensated by increasing the modulator length or the modulation voltage levels.
An increase in the modulator length or the voltage amplitude
would directly affect the overall power consumption for a
targeted optical transmitting signal (OMA and ER). Moreover,
the doping of the contacts would reduce the access resistance
to the junction, while degrading the optical IL, due to the
presence of excessive free carrier charges overlapping the
waveguide mode.
In addition to the above tradeoffs, nonlinear effects of
MOSCAP modulators under different bias voltages should be
considered for optimization. The main nonlinear parameters
are defined as follows [39], [58]:
λ



(2-a)
L π (Vb ) =  
2 n eff Vb + V2s − n eff Vb − V2s
 Vb + Vs
2
C(V )d V
(2-b)
Q π (Vb ) = L π (Vb )
Cπ = Q π /Vs

Vb − V2s

(2-c)

where L π (Vb ) is the phase shifter’s length for obtaining a
π-shift at a given bias voltage Vb and voltage swing of Vs .
The denominator of (2-a) inside the parentheses is the effective
refraction index change of the phase shifter’s optical mode.
C(V ) with units of (fF/μm) characterizes the capacitance of
the phase shifter per unit length. Q π (Vb ) evaluates the required
charge variations in the MOS phase shifter structures at a
length of L π (Vb ) for a π-phase change under a bias voltage
Vb and voltage swing Vs . Fig. 2(c) shows simulation results
for C(V ) and Vπ L π (V ) of the modulators with different oxide
thicknesses. Increasing the forward-bias voltage of MOSCAPs
decreases their Vπ L, thus improving the optical efficiency.
However, this increase in the bias also increases the effective
junction capacitance, CMOS , thus reducing the EOBW. This
tradeoff shows that an optimal bias point should be found,
in which a proper EOBW and optical efficiency would result
in the best optical eye quality when driven by the CMOS
drivers. Moreover, process variations could lead to changes
in tox , which would result in changes in both Vπ L and
EOBW. A high-speed measurement analysis is provided in
Section V to address these tradeoffs and to guarantee a robust
performance.
In addition to the above tradeoffs, the optical time-of-flight
along the MOSCAP modulator could potentially affect the
overall EOBW [70]. The optical time-of-flight is defined as
ng L
(3)
tf =
c
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Fig. 3. Simulated eye diagrams at 50 Gb/s including the optical time-of-flight
effect (tf = 9.6, 19.2, and 38.4 ps) along MOSCAP waveguides.

where n g is the group index of the waveguide, L is the
length of the lumped segment, and c is the speed of light.
We first consider a sinusoid modulation with a frequency of
f = 25 GHz, and its half period time of th = 20 ps, which
is the one-bit time width of the 50-Gb/s data rate. In such a
scenario, the time-of-flight tf should be less than 20 ps to avoid
the accumulated phase cancellation due to the interactions
between the positive and negative parts of the sinusoid. This
means that if tf = 2 × th , the phase will be completely
canceled and lead to a minimum EOBW at frequency f .
A simulation model, shown in Fig. 3, which includes the
optical phase response along the modulator segment, shows
that this limitation will be minimal when tf < th /2 (which is
10 ps for 50-Gb/s Bd rate).
Considering all these design tradeoffs and targeted OTX
specifications, a systematic approach was developed to optimize the modulator lengths, as shown in Fig. 4(a). In this
design flow, a fixed total capacitance for the modulator and
an initial tox are targeted. The total CMOS capacitance is
chosen based on the electronics driver BW capabilities to
target a certain Bd rate. The slot thickness tox is then chosen
based on the modulator’s non-linear characteristics that would
lead to reasonable Vπ L and a voltage bias window that the
electronics can support. Based on the chosen CMOS and tox ,
the corresponding modulator length, the Vπ L, and the IL of
the modulator are calculated. If the resulting optical time of
flight meets the operation speed target, the optimization is
completed, and the drivers could be designed accordingly.
Otherwise, the modulator length should be decreased, and the
calculations should be repeated until the optical time-of-flight
target is met. To keep CMOS constant, tox is also decreased in
each iteration loop accordingly. When the optimal total length
of the modulators is derived, then the MZM architecture and
the electronics driver could be designed accordingly.
C. Modulator Length Optimization and MZM Design
For the length optimization process of the fabricated
MOSCAP modulator, nominal supply voltages of the 28-nm
CMOS process (0.9 V) were used as the maximum allowable
driving voltage to minimize the EIC power consumption.
The optimization flow resulted in a total MOSCAP length of
620 μm with a total capacitance of 1.5 pF, a tox of 4 nm,
and a Vπ L of 0.5 V·cm. However, this length requires a TW
electrode since the maximum lumped electrode length could
be estimated by 1/10th of the wavelength corresponding to
a microwave index of 2.1 for a 50-GHz signal frequency,
to approximately 300 μm [14]. Moreover, to achieve an optical
PAM4 signal, either an electrical PAM4 driver should be
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designed to drive this load, or the MZM can be segmented
and driven by OOK drivers [Fig. 4(a)]. The drawback of
the former choice is that the electronics power consumption
could potentially be increased since a PAM4 driver with
larger voltage swings should be designed to drive this huge
capacitor. Moreover, the electrode lengths of a single segment
would be approximately equal to, if not more than, 300 μm,
even after folding the modulator segment. Therefore, breaking
the modulator into two binary-weighted segments provides a
viable solution in this case. Considering the nonlinear MZM
curve, segment lengths were calculated to be 170 and 450 μm
with estimated parasitic capacitances of 415 fF (LSB) and
1.1 pF (MSB) to generate equally spaced optical PAM4 levels.
The layout of the modulators and signal routings on the PIC
is shown in Fig. 4(b). MSB modulator segments are folded to
form a U-shaped layout to effectively double the modulation
efficiency with a fixed electrode length of 150 μm and avoid
traveling-wave reflection effects.
D. MOSCAP Parasitics and Nonlinearities
The actual cross-sectional image and the details of the
parasitic structure of the vertical MOSCAP modulators are
depicted in Fig. 4(c). These parasitics in addition to the
main junction capacitance (CMOS ) heavily affect the overall
EOBW. As can be seen in Fig. 5, an EOBW measurement for
170- and 450-μm MOSCAP modulators, using a 65-GHz
50- terminated probe, shows 24.4- and 14.3-GHz BW at 1-V
forward bias. This measurement was repeated for five more die
samples, and an f −3 dB variation of 5.5% centered at 23.7 GHz
and 9% centered at 13.7 GHz was observed for the LSB
and MSB segments, respectively. These measured BWs are
significantly below the required BW for 50-GBd modulation,
which further highlights the necessity of a custom-designed
CMOS driver to extend the EOBW to approximately 35 GHz.
IV. EIC D ESIGN
In this section, the top-level architecture of the dual-channel
CMOS driver, followed by the details, analyses, and simulation
results, of each block is presented.
A. EIC System Architecture
The top-level block diagram of the EIC is provided in
Fig. 6(a). Each driver channel receives two pairs of independent 25-Gb/s differential data inputs, which are amplified and
buffered through current-mode logic (CML)-to-CMOS stages.
In the clock distribution path, a 25-GHz differential input clock
signal traveling from the AWG to the chip is buffered and
adjusted for its duty cycle internally, before driving two 2:1
serializers. These serializers are used for each driver channel to
combine the 25-Gb/s data streams using the buffered 25-GHz
clock signal. An LUT-based delay control unit fine-tunes the
relative clock delays between the serializers. Another delay
adjustment unit is placed after the serializers to calibrate
the 50-Gb/s data delay between the driver slices. Differential
active peaking is used along the data path buffers both at the
back end and the 50-Gb/s buffering stage. The two 50-Gb/s
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Fig. 4. (a) Proposed MOSCAP modulator length optimization flow. (b) PIC signal routing layout. (c) MOSCAP modulator cross section and electrical
parasitics.

Fig. 5. Measured EOBW of 170- and 450-μm MOSCAP segments with
65-GHz 50--terminated probes.

data streams are delivered to the last stage (core drivers).
Each current-mode differential driver is BW-optimized for the
corresponding MOSCAP segments with similar lengths on
each MZM arm. A reconfigurable PD block generates current
pulses with tunable widths at each data transition to further
improve the drivers’ effective BW. Details of the BW extension
techniques and the driver core design are discussed next.
B. BW Extension Technics and Core Driver Design
Several circuit methods using active/passive components
have proven to effectively extend the BW of amplifiers [59],
[60], [61], [62]. However, the goal of BW extension in wireline applications is to minimize the inter-symbol interference
(ISI), hence, the data-dependent jitter (DDJ). Our approach
to designing the core amplifiers with sufficient BW, when
connected to MOSCAP modulators, is to deploy both timeand frequency-domain approaches that reduce the DDJ and
to combine these methods to minimize the overall power
consumption.
Considering DDJ enhancement in the frequency domain,
inductive peaking is an excellent method to extend the BW
of wideband amplifiers, with minimal power penalty, when
driving purely capacitive loads. However, the achieved BW

extension ratios (BWERs) depend heavily on the ratio of
the capacitance seen at the drain of the amplifying transistor, to the total capacitance that is to be driven [namely,
kc = C1 /(C1 + CL ) in Fig. 6(b)] [50]. Series, shunt, shunt–
series, and bridged-shunt–series peaking technics can achieve
BWERs in the range of 2.5–4, but only when kc > 0.3.
With asymmetric T-coil peaking, however, BWERs more than
4 are achievable for kc < 0.3. It should be noted that the
BWER is calculated assuming the circuit is operating in
its linear region. However, this assumption does not hold
true when amplifiers are driven with limiting input voltages.
Therefore, the effective BWER will be smaller and might not
be enough to achieve the targeted BW. Moreover, in the case
of driving MOSCAPs using flip-chip bonding, the load is not
purely capacitive as shown in Fig. 4(c) (although CMOS is
the dominant loading component). Additionally, the inductive
peaking technics affect the group delay, which could hurt the
DDJ, even when the BW is extended [50], [68], [69]. DDJ and
ISI can be calculated directly from the frequency response and
the group delay of the amplifier, assuming driver’s linearity
[68]. These calculations could be estimated criteria to choose
a proper BW extension network.
DDJ can also be treated in the time domain by improving
the step response of the driver [63]. DDJ occurs when the tails
of prior bits perturb the data transition time, when it crosses
the threshold level. If the data transition time of signal s(t)
with data period of Tb occurs at t0 with the absence of prior
bits, the total peak-to-peak jitter can be estimated from the
slope of s(t) at t0 as [63]
t pp

∼
=

1
ds(t)
dt t=t
0

−2

| po (t0 − kTb )|

·

(4)

k=−∞

where po (t) is the pulse response of the driver. It could be
observed from (3) that one way of reducing the total DDJ
is by decreasing the contributions of prior bits perturbations
[decreasing po (t0 − kT b )]. Improving the transition times
by injecting a current pulse into the load, whenever a data
transition occurs is one way to decrease the perturbations.
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(a) Top-level block diagram of the two-channel CMOS driver. (b) Frequency-domain and time-domain enhancement technics used for core drivers.

Fig. 7. Proposed core driver design flow for optimal BWER and minimized
DDJ and power performance.

This current pulse injection would shape the incoming pulse,
hence, called PD. A controlled voltage-mode driver, shown in
Fig. 6(b), can be used for this purpose. By applying the main
data stream to the gates of the middle transistors and a delayed
and inverted version of the same stream to the outer transistors,
this branch can inject a current pulse into the output node.
The amplitude of the current pulse can be tuned by sizing the
transistors, while the width of the pulse can be tuned by the
data delay. Although this method could effectively improve
the overall DDJ, it comes with certain disadvantages. Using
this circuit requires two extra buffering paths (four in total for
each driver slice) to deliver the 50-Gb/s streams into the gates
of the four transistors, and to generate an adjustable delay
between the two paths. Having these extra buffers would burn
more power. Additionally, when current pulses are injected to
(or drawn from) the output, extra power from VDD is drawn.
Moreover, since the output of this circuit is connected to the
output of the main driver, the total capacitance seen at this
node is increased, which should be considered for inductive
peaking.
Considering the above tradeoffs, we propose the following
steps (also shown in the flowchart in Fig. 7) to determine the
optimal BWER and overall minimized DDJ, while minimizing
the power consumption.
1) Design a core driver with no peaking, but maximum BW
for a targeted output voltage swing.
2) Determine C1 and kc : add inductive peaking with maximum possible BWER and determine if the new BW and
DDJ satisfy the performance.

3) If maximum available BWER meets the target BW but
DDJ is large, reduce BWER (by tuning the BW extension network parameters, or by changing the network
topology) to achieve the optimum DDJ.
4) If maximum available BWER was not enough, or if
minimum achievable DDJ was large, then we start
over with adding the PD block to the uncompensated
driver (no peaking). The current pulsewidth should be
kept approximately below half of the unit interval (UI),
to avoid ISI due to PD.
5) Increase the size of the PD blocks incrementally to
improve the DDJ. Re-calculate the new kc and choose
a proper inductive peaking to extend the BW to the
target value. Here, depending on the achievable kc s,
a combination of a stronger PD with a weaker peaking
or a weaker PD and a stronger peaking could result
in similar overall BWs. However, there will be a compromise between power consumption and overall DDJ
since stronger peaking might perturb the group delay
and could be not as helpful as a stronger PD.
Using the above approach, the LSB driver core was designed
using a CML differential pair with differential T-coil peaking with digitally reconfigurable load resistors, as shown in
Fig. 8(a). The tunability for load resistors was included to
compensate for MOSCAP bias calibration and PIC process
variations (tox ), which could both result in a change in EOBW.
A PD block also helps with the overall DDJ improvement
(the total DDJ is a result of both limited BW and the DDJ
contribution of the inductive peaking network affecting the
group delay [68]). The kc for this block, when driving two
170-μm MOSCAPs, was estimated at 0.14. This amplifier
drives each MOSCAP segment with a 0.6-Vpp single-ended
swing and consumes 55 mW at 50 Gb/s, with the PD block
contributing to 23% of the overall power consumption. The
strong differential T-coils used here delay the current flowing through the load resistor and initially charge the drain
capacitances and the output load, thus improving the BW.
As a result of this current delay, the drain voltages of the
amplifier experience large jumps during each transition. Two
100-fF cross-coupled capacitors are placed at the input of
the driver to further increase the input BW of the stage, by
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(a) Schematic of the MSB and LSB core drivers. (b) Frequency response of the core drivers with and without inductive peaking.

Fig. 9. (a) Data-path buffers, tunable data delay generator, and current pulsewidth control. (b) Effects of MSB-to-LSB data path delay on optical eye diagrams.
(c) Differential active peaking output impedance.

re-directing approximately 10% of the drain currents from the
opposite outputs. The T-coil inductors were implemented using
available designs in standard libraries with tunable parameters.
To reduce the area consumption, a coupled differential T-coil
could be custom-designed, similar to [64].
Following the proposed approach resulted in the design of
the MSB driver, with more than two times larger PD and
differential bridged-shunt peaking, also shown in Fig. 8(a).
kc of this stage is estimated at 0.38. The overall DDJ using
a weaker PD and a stronger T-coil peaking would result in a
worse DDJ due to distorted group delay, with 0.05 < kc < 0.3,
although with a lower power consumption. Each output drives
a 450-μm MOSCAP segment with 0.6-Vpp single-ended swing
and consumes 98 mW at 50 Gb/s. The PD accounts for 38%
of the total power for this stage.
The simulated normalized frequency responses of both core
drivers with and without peaking are depicted in Fig. 8(b).
These simulations include the parasitic capacitances of drivers’
corresponding PD blocks. As evident from Fig. 8(b), the
BWERs of the MSB and LSB drivers are 1.8 and 2.8, with
achieved BWs of 21 and 38 GHz, respectively. Compared
to the measured EOBWs using 50- probes, that is shown
in Fig. 5, the designed core drivers show 56% and 48%
improvements in the overall EOBW for LSB and MSB

segments, respectively. The lower BWER of the MSB driver
is accompanied with a stronger PD, which results in an overall
better DDJ performance. As shown in Fig. 8(b), the postlayout-simulated eye diagrams at the output of the driver stages
are pre-distorted, while clean eye diagrams are applied across
MOSCAP junctions (CMOS ), thanks to the combination of BW
extension networks and the PD blocks.
C. Buffers and Current Pulse Generators (for PD)
The schematics of the data stream buffers, the delay generators, and the PD pulsewidth control are shown in Fig. 9(a).
The multiplexed 50-Gb/s differential data streams (serializer
outputs) are first passed through buffers and current-starved
inverter stages. Digitally controllable current-starved stages are
used to fine-tune the relative delay between the differential
data paths in each slice, as well as the phase difference
between the two slices. These delay elements, shown in
Fig. 9(a), labeled as S11 through S24 , generate fine-tuned
delays in a window of 4 ps with a resolution of 0.5 ps.
A delay calibration using these elements is performed during
measurements, to equalize optical PAM4 eye openings. A nonzero delay between the data paths of the MSB and LSB slices
will result in optical PAM4 eye closure, as shown in Fig. 9(b).
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(a) AWG to EIC signal path simulation for data and clock signals. (b) EIC back-end, 2:1 serializer, clock buffer, DCC, and bias control circuitry.

Simulations for a relative delay of 5 or −5 ps between the
MSB and LSB data paths show ∼20% and ∼40% horizontal
eye closure, respectively. In case of −5-ps relative delay (when
LSB leads MSB), the middle eye also experiences ∼50%
vertical closure, due to 01-to-10 transitions (or vice versa).
These transitions experience momentary glitches to 00 and 11,
respectively, which increases the settling time, thus increasing
ISI for the middle eye.
At such high data rates, static inverter stages cannot guarantee complete settling within one UI even with low fanouts;
hence, ISI and DDJ are increased. To address this challenge,
differential active peaking circuits, which are highlighted in
blue in Fig. 9(a), are implemented [65], [66]. The half circuit
of this active peaking block is shown in Fig. 9(c). Transistors
M1 and M2, with their biasing feedback resistors, provide an
output impedance with a peak at higher frequencies. When
attached to the buffer outputs, the inverters provide smaller
gain with a higher BW, which effectively removes the ISI
substantially, as depicted in Fig. 9(c). The feedback resistors
are digitally tunable and can be switched OFF depending on
performance requirements.
As shown in Fig. 9(a), the buffered and delay-tuned 50-Gb/s
data streams are passed through four separate buffering paths.
The two main paths consist of fixed-sized buffers that deliver
the data to both the driver core and the PD block [labeled
as D1p and D1n in Fig. 9(a)]. The other two paths include a
digitally controllable delay generator in addition to buffers,
using bypassing inverter stages. As shown in Fig. 9(a),
switches S1 through S3 control the number of inverters that
data streams should pass through. Each extra inverter between
these switches adds approximately 2 ps of delay in the data
path. Switches S1 and S3 add 2 and 6 ps of delay, respectively.
Switch S2 adds 4 ps of delay but also changes the polarity
of the data, hence, connected to the opposite data path. The
outputs of these paths (labeled as D1p + t and D1n + t)

are also sent to the PD block. The PD blocks generate current
pulses with adjustable widths of 2, 4, or 6 ps based on the
chosen delay. Since these current pulses are generated based
on a delay mismatch between the main path buffers and the
PD buffers, the pulses will always occur at the beginning of
each data transition and will never be misaligned with respect
to the data path. The proper delay is chosen in measurements
in an open loop manner to minimize the DDJ. This tunability
further helps with compensating for MOSCAP bias calibration
and PIC process variations (mainly tox ).
D. EIC Backend
All 25-Gb/s data streams and the 25-GHz clock signal are
generated by an AWG and fed to the EIC through high-speed
PCB traces and signal routings on the PIC. Fig. 10(a) shows
the signal path simulation results including all parasitics from
AWG to the first amplifier stage inside the EIC. At the
driver back-end, a CML-to-CMOS stage with differential
active peaking, shown in Fig. 10(b), is used to amplify the
incoming data streams at each data input. The external 25-GHz
clock is amplified by a CML-to-CMOS stage and then passed
through ac-coupled inverter-based trans-impedance amplifier
(TIA) stages and buffers, also shown in Fig. 10(b). The
clock duty cycle is adjusted by a duty-cycle-correction (DCC)
block, which uses controlled dc current injection to adjust
the transition times. The two 25-Gb/s data streams and the
25-GHz clock are then delivered to the 2:1 serializer. The
serializer is a differential mixer followed by a CML-to-CMOS
stage to generate rail-to-rail 50-Gb/s streams. Separate digitalto-analog converters (current DACs, shown in Fig. 10) are
used to bias CML stages across all blocks in the back-end
and core drivers. During the measurement process, all current
DACs are initially configured at their highest bias setting
[11111 for control bits S0 through S4 , as shown in Fig. 10(b)]
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Fig. 11. Simulated process and temperature variations for the DCC block at
bit configurations of 0000 and 1111.

to achieve maximum swing. The control bits are decreased
gradually after achieving clean PAM4 eye diagrams to further
reduce the power consumption, while the eye quality remains
unchanged. Fig. 11 shows post-layout simulations for process
and temperature variation effects on the 25-GHz duty cycle,
using the highest and lowest control bit configurations [1111
and 0000, respectively, for control signals S1 through S4 ,
shown in Fig. 10(b)]. The shaded areas in Fig. 11 show the
duty cycle ranges covered by the DCC at each process corner.
The overlap of the shaded areas shows that a 50% duty cycle
will be achievable across all process corners at temperatures
between 30 ◦ C and 90 ◦ C. The timing between the 25-Gb/s
data paths and the 25-GHz clock signal was tuned externally
through the AWG, which generates these signals. This external
tunability ensures that the internal serializers generate 50-Gb/s
streams with no glitches.
V. M EASUREMENT R ESULTS
The TX EIC was fabricated in 28-nm CMOS process with
an active area of ∼0.2 mm2 , which measures 830 μm ×
750 μm. The segmented push–pull MZM is implemented on
the PIC with an overall footprint of ∼1 mm2 . The measurement setup is shown in Fig. 12. All control signals, voltage
supplies (0.9 V), and the current reference were delivered to
a test PCB, on which the 3-D-integrated OTX was mounted.
An external AWG provides 25-Gb/s PRBS-31 data streams
and a 25-GHz clock signal to the EIC and a trigger signal
for an optical sampling scope (OSS). The modulated optical
output is fiber coupled to the OSS receiver for eye diagram
recording and TX dispersion eye closure (quaternary) (TDEC
and TDECQ) measurements. An external laser source inputs
10-dBm optical power at 1550 nm to the PIC via a grating coupler. An erbium-doped fiber amplifier (EDFA) is placed after
OTX to amplify the optical signals by 11 dB before passing
them to the OSS. An optical filter was placed before the EDFA
to control the optical output levels of the chip and prevent
saturating the EDFA. Another optical filter was placed after
the EDFA to ensure no out-of-band components generated by
EDFA non-linearities enter the sampling oscilloscope.
Considering a tradeoff between the optical efficiency and the
EOBW of the MOSCAP modulators when their bias voltage

Fig. 12.

OTX measurement setup.

is increased, all segments bias voltages were scanned and
calibrated in an open-loop manner, to optimize the resulting TDECQ. A forward bias at 1 V exhibited an optimal
performance for the sample under test. The optimum bias
voltage would change due to process variations that could
lead to changes in the effective tox and the overall EOBW of
the modulators. However, the OTX shows steady performance
with no real-time re-calibration needed. The PIC exhibits an
overall 6.2 dB of optical IL, including the 3-dB quadrature
point loss. The tox of MOSCAP modulators in the fabricated
PIC under test was measured at 5.5 nm, which showed an
increase of 1.5 nm from the design, due to process nonuniformity (2 nm < tox < 6 nm across wafer). This change
in tox also resulted in an increase in the measured Vπ L to
0.8 V·cm. The EIC–PIC interface parasitics were estimated as
summarized in Fig. 4(c).
The measured 50-Gb/s NRZ and 100-Gb/s PAM-4 optical
eye diagrams are shown in Fig. 13. Fig. 13(a) and (d) shows
the eye diagrams when minimum peaking and minimum PD
settings are applied. Fig. 13(b) and (e) shows the measured
raw eye diagrams using the optimal BW extension settings
for the drivers. The measured OMA (including coupling and
on-chip ILs as well as the EDFA gain) was 1.4 dBm. Both
eye diagrams were filtered by IEEE 802.3bs compliant fivetap equalizers, shown in Fig. 13(c) and (f), exhibiting a TDEC
of 0.76 dB and TDECQ of 1.53 dB.
Further eye measurements for extreme temperatures and
MOSCAP bias voltages are shown in Fig. 13(g)–(i). At 90 ◦ C,
TDECQ is degraded to 2.31 dB. Increasing the bias from
the optimal value of 1–2 V has resulted in more optical
efficiency, but lower EOBW. As a result, the OMA has
remained unchanged, while TDECQ is degraded to 2.97 dB.
Also, when the bias is decreased to 0.25, eyes are widened
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Fig. 13. Measured 50-Gb/s NRZ and 100-Gb/s PAM4 eye diagrams before and after on-chip BW extension. (a)–(c) Raw and post-TDEC 50-Gb/s optical
NRZ eye diagrams. (d)–(f) Raw and post-TDECQ100-Gb/s optical PAM4 eye diagrams. (g)–(i) 100-Gb/s optical PAM4 eye diagrams at extreme temperature
and MOSCAP bias ranges. (j)–(l) 100-Gb/s optical PAM4 eye diagrams with MSB-to-LSB relative delays.

Fig. 15.
Optical performance comparison for MOSCAP modulators in
C-band and O-band, simulated for a slot thickness of 5 nm.

Fig. 14. (a) TDECQ values for 100-Gb/s PAM4 eye diagrams for different
MOSCAP bias voltages and temperatures. (b) EIC power breakdown. (c) Die
photographs of the 28-nm CMOS chip and 3-D integration with PIC.

thanks to higher EOBW, while vertical closure has resulted in
a degraded TDECQ of 4 dB.

The last column of Fig. 13 shows eye measurements when
there is a relative delay between MSB and LSB data paths.
Fig. 13(j) shows outer eyes’ horizontal closure due to a 4-ps
delay, which has affected the TDECQ negatively. Generating
−4 ps of delay degrades the TDECQ even more, since being
dominated by the middle eye horizontal and vertical closure,
as shown in Fig. 13(k). Finally, Fig. 13(l) shows the measured
eye when all extremes occur at the same time, operating at
90 ◦ C, −4 ps of relative delay, and 0.25 V of bias.
The plot in Fig. 14(a) shows TDECQ values versus
MOSCAP forward bias voltage for different temperatures,
measured for two samples. The Peltier heater consumed
260 mW to increase the temperature from 30 ◦ C to 90 ◦ C.
As described in Section III-B, increasing the bias improves
the optical efficiency while degrading the inherent BW of
the MOSCAP due to the enlarged CMOS . An optimal bias
point is found at 1 V for both chips, which minimizes the
TDECQ. The OTX % degradation in TDECQ performance
(and 56% degradation for the second sample) when biased
at 1 V for temperature ranges from 30 ◦ C to 90 ◦ C. The
timing settings for each new temperature were re-adjusted for
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TABLE II
P ERFORMANCE S UMMARY AND C OMPARISON

optimal performance. The clock duty cycle and the relative
delay between the 50-Gb/s data paths were changed by approximately 5% and 0.5 ps, respectively, with every 30 ◦ C increase
in temperature. A closed-loop controller with an integrated
temperature sensor can be used to perform this calibration in
real time.
The power breakdown of the EIC is provided in Fig. 14(b).
The CMOS chip dissipates 240 mW at 100-Gb/s PAM4
(including the clock distribution, serializers, and core drivers)
to deliver 4-dB total ER at 1.53-dB TDECQ. Die images
of the EIC and its 3-D integration with PIC are shown
in Fig. 14(c).
VI. C ONCLUSION
In this article, a 3-D-integrated 100-Gb/s PAM4 OTX
was presented. Electronic PD and BW extension techniques
were implemented to compensate for MOSCAP modulator
BW limitations. Tradeoffs of MOSCAP modulator parameters
were studied and used for co-designing the electro-optical
interface for optimal EOBW, power consumption, and optical
efficiency. Table II shows the overall performance of the OTX
in comparison with the prior art. The proposed TX achieves
2.5× better EIC energy efficiency, compared to the state-ofthe-art co-integrated optical PAM4 transmitters operating at
or above 100 Gb/s. This efficiency was achieved by keeping
the output swing of the driver below 1.2 Vppd while delivering
optimal optical performance. A figure of merit that normalizes
the energy efficiency to the optical power efficiency, shown
in the following equation and in Table II, also depicts the
competitive performance of the proposed OTX compared to
the state-of-the-art SiPh transmitter systems:
FOM = EIC Energy Efficiency × Optical Power Penalty
EIC Energy Efficiency × Laser Power
.
(5)
=
Total OMA
The proposed tightly integrated SiPh-CMOS OTX demonstrates the potential of compact MOSCAP modulators
co-optimized with CMOS drivers, to provide a path for the

future 100+ Gb/s/λ SiPh transmitters. While this work was
focused on optical PAM4 transmission, the system can be
scaled up for higher order coherent modulation schemes,
such as quadrature phase shift keying (QPSK) and N-level
quadrature amplitude modulation (QAM-N). Moreover, a simulated optical performance, shown in Fig. 15, for a MOSCAP
modulator structure, with tox = 5 nm and a waveguide width
of 360 nm, shows similar optical efficiency and ILs in 1310 nm
compared to 1550 nm, which shows the potentials of this
structure when used in O-band.
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